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Abstract

This paper reports part of a larger research study that investigated how teachers motivate students to learn mathematics at the college level. Findings from the study indicated that teachers have the power to influence and reinvigorate students who had given up learning mathematics. In the framework of Self-Determination Theory (SDT), the researchers analyzed five students’ motivational levels based on intrinsic and extrinsic motivation to see how each student was motivated by their teacher. Findings from the study could provide some directions for future research on students’ motivation to learn mathematics.

1. Introduction

Promoting students’ mathematics learning has become a priority in recent years, as STEM areas are increasingly emphasized in public education. Motivation seems to be a crucial deficit at the heart of so many students’ struggles with mathematics learning and affective issues related to learning mathematics. Motivation-related issues with mathematics have been reported throughout extant literature [13, 43, 45, 47]. Indeed, many college students, although focused on goals beyond mathematics, cannot reach said goals due to being “stuck” in introductory mathematics courses [26]. In the year 2000, more than 400,000 students enrolled in College Algebra courses in
the United States [40]. Despite the fact that the curriculum in these courses was centered on middle and high school curricula, a large number of these students, due to failing grades, were forced to repeat the course more than twice. In some cases, students repeated the course as many as five or six times before succeeding or giving up. Passing College Algebra is a prerequisite to many STEM degree programs and was viewed by students as a “gatekeeper” course [31].

We believe that the struggle in students’ attempts to confront and squeeze through this “gate” is an issue of insufficient motivation to expend the necessary effort. In our study, we explored what a teacher can do to influence student motivation to learn mathematics. Specifically, we investigated how an individual teacher, henceforth referred to as Mr.Algebra, influenced at-risk students (those who were struggling with depleted motivation to learn mathematics). In order to elucidate potential motivational strategies that can be replicated, we discuss a case study of Mr.Algebra, a community college instructor who managed to reach several of his students who might otherwise be lost to a sort of learned helplessness [35] specific to mathematics.

Mathematics seems to be a discipline especially prone to what Seligman [35] described as learned helplessness, or a depletion of all volition and motivation toward a goal after repeated failure. Generally, students must be motivated and expend great amounts of effort to succeed in a mathematics course. Due to the ability of Mr.Algebra to engage his students, we believe his case may elucidate motivational techniques that can be used by teachers to enhance student learning. Therefore, we seek to use the case study to do the following:

1. share backgrounds of individual students’ experiences in learning mathematics and the impacts of those experiences on their motivation,
2. provide evidence of what the teachers can do to influence students’ motivation, and
3. discuss how influential factors could contribute to our understanding of the human dimension of mathematics motivation.

More specifically, this article will emphasize motivational techniques employed by Mr. Algebra, who effectively attended to what we feel are three necessary facets of a successful classroom:

1. The impact of students’ prior experiences on their motivation
2. Students’ motivation (on an extrinsic and intrinsic continuum) prior to the course
3. Influential attention to student motivation during course progression

We do not believe there is a perfect “recipe” for a successful classroom or that these three facets are an exhaustive list. However, we think that highlighting, discussing, and analyzing stories of success such as that of Mr. Algebra will serve to help administrators, educators, and researchers be cognizant and knowledgeable of good tools that may make sense to them as they strive to reach their students.

2. Theoretical Frameworks

The fundamental goal of this study is to understand strategies that may influence “motivation-depleted” students’ success in mathematics. Motivation plays an important role in learning. McLeod [23] suggested, “Research in mathematics education can be strengthened if researchers will integrate affective issues into studies of cognition and instruction” (page 575). Similarly, Hannula [12] claimed that the realization of needs, as one of the goals in the mathematics classroom, is greatly influenced by students’ beliefs about themselves, as well as beliefs about mathematics and learning. He suggested using a motivational system as a “lens” for looking at mathematics behavior. Therefore, mathematics education can be examined using different theoretical perspectives borrowed from disciplines outside of mathematics education to inform our research and practice.

Hence, mathematics education may benefit from the motivational perspective in explaining how teachers’ understanding of student learning may draw upon different kinds of knowledge in their teaching, such as knowledge about their students, knowledge about pedagogy, and knowledge about classroom discourse, including student interaction in group work. Thus, teachers can create more meaningful activities that enhance student learning [16, 18, 22, 32, 38].

Mathematics instruction would benefit from multiple perspectives. Different lenses allow “researchers and teachers to assume different points of view, in order to better understand students’ behaviors” [47]. Paas, Tuovinen, van Merrienboer, and Darabi [29] argued that meaningful learning occurs only if it is coupled with motivation. In this respect, they suggested applying motivational perspectives in order to “identify the task characteris-
tics that motivated students to invest more mental effort and achieve higher performance” (page 31). To guide our study, we applied several frameworks borrowed from educational psychology including Self-Determination Theory, Attribution Theory, and the ARCS Model.

2.1. Self Determination Theory

Self-Determination Theory (SDT) is the theoretical basis for understanding how students were motivated to learn mathematics. SDT distinguishes motivation based on different goals: intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation can be thought of as two ends of the continuum while the middle shows previously extrinsically motivated individuals that have internalized the motivations for their tasks [32]. An intrinsically motivated student in a mathematics course would be motivated by the “joy of learning,” gaining personal satisfaction from the process of solving problems and self-gratification from success in gaining expertise and skill. In contrast, an extrinsically motivated student in the same course might be equally motivated, but for different reasons. Perhaps, their parents praise them or give them money for good grades. They may enjoy knowing that they are at the “top of the class.” Extrinsic motivation is equally important. Extrinsic motivation has traditionally been viewed as “pale and impoverished,” in contrast with intrinsic motivation. Yet SDT proposes that some form of extrinsic motivation should “represent active, agentic states” [32, page 55]. Understanding different types of extrinsic motivation and what fosters them is important for those who cannot always rely on intrinsic motivation to foster learning (e.g., educators). Since many academic tasks are not readily interesting or enjoyable to all students, Ryan and Deci [32] proposed that knowing how to promote more active learning and volitional forms of extrinsic motivation is an essential strategy for successful teaching and learning.

Even though intrinsic motivation results in a high quality of learning and creativity, extrinsic motivation is equally important. Extrinsic motivation has traditionally been viewed as “pale and impoverished,” in contrast with intrinsic motivation. Yet SDT proposes that some form of extrinsic motivation should “represent active, agentic states” [32, page 55]. Understanding different types of extrinsic motivation and what fosters them is important for those who cannot always rely on intrinsic motivation to foster learning (e.g., educators). Since many academic tasks are not readily interesting or enjoyable to all students, Ryan and Deci [32] proposed that knowing how to promote more active learning and volitional forms of extrinsic motivation is an essential strategy for successful teaching and learning.

The basic assumption in studies of intrinsic motivation is that people are “active organisms working to master their internal and external environment” [5, page 35]. This foundational premise became known as self-determination.
The Cognitive Evaluation Sub-Theory of SDT has great empirical validation [5] because the theory highlights critical roles of competence and autonomy supported by fostering intrinsic motivation.

Self-determination requires people to act on their environments. As we previously stated, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation can be thought of as two ends of a continuum. In the middle are behaviors that originally were extrinsically motivated, but have are internalized and self-determined to some degree. For example, students who do not want to work on academic activities may work on them in order to obtain rewards. As students develop skills and realization of their own competence, they perceive a sense of control (i.e., self-determination) over learning. When students gain control and the ability to self-determine their own learning, activities become more intrinsically motivated. Ryan [34] explained that choices affect intrinsic motivation. Therefore, when people believe they have control over their environments (i.e., agency), they perform higher and tolerate aversive stimulation better. This aversive stimulation is exactly what we are referring to as a cause for mathematics learned helplessness that may be overcome by better understanding the case study of Mr.Algebra.

2.1.1. Intrinsic Motivation.

According to Ryan and Deci [32], Hull’s [15] Learning Theory asserted that all behaviors were motivated by physiological drives, so intrinsically motivated activities could provide “satisfaction or innate psychological needs” [32, page 57]. There are many measures of intrinsic motivation. One operational definition, the behavioral measure, measures intrinsic motivation as “free choice.” SDT suggests that social and environmental factors may facilitate or undermine, reflecting the tenet that intrinsic motivation is catalyzed rather than caused.

Cognitive Evaluation Theory (CET) argues that interpersonal events and structures such as rewards, communication, and feedback are conducive to feelings of competence. However, a feeling of competence will not enhance intrinsic motivation unless it is accompanied by a sense of autonomy. Therefore, people must experience perceived competence (i.e., self-efficacy) and experience their behavior to be self-determined in order to maintain and en-

---

1Self-Determination Theory (SDT) focuses on three basic psychological needs: competence, autonomy, and relatedness.
hance their intrinsic motivation [32]. Earlier studies (e.g. [6]) have shown that positive performance recognition (e.g., feedback) enhances intrinsic motivation. However, a majority of the studies focused on the issue of autonomy versus control, rather than competence. CET contends that intangible factors, including threats, deadlines, directives, and competition pressure could diminish intrinsic motivation because people view these as controllers of their behaviors. CET suggests that classroom environments can facilitate or forestall intrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation can occur for activities that create an intrinsic interest for an individual such as novelty, challenge, or aesthetic value for that individual. CET does not apply for activities that do not hold such appeal. In contrast, many activities that people do are not intrinsically motivated, so we need to give due attention to the influence and encouragement of extrinsic motivation.

2.1.2. Extrinsic motivation.

Extrinsic motivation is “a construct that pertains whenever an activity is done in order to attain some separable outcome” [5, page 60]. SDT proposes that extrinsic motivation can vary in the degree to which it is autonomous. For example, a child chooses to do his homework because she fears parental sanctions. Thus, the child is implicitly choosing the outcome of “no sanctions.” Moreover, a student who does her work because she personally believes it is valuable for her chosen career is doing it for instrumental value rather than because she finds it interesting.

Given that many educational activities in school are not designed to be intrinsically interesting, a central question we ask is how to motivate students to value and self-regulate such activities without external pressure. SDT described this problem and its solution in terms of fostering the internalization and integration of values and behaviors [5]. Internalization “is the process of taking in a value or regulation”, whereas “integration is the process by which individuals more fully transform the regulation into their own so that it will emanate from their sense of self” [32, page 60]. The internalization concept described how individual motivation for behavior can range from a motivation to an active personal commitment (see [32] for a review).

In SDT, a regulation that has been internalized may only be interjected, rather than intrinsic, and could lead to satisfaction of competence and relatedness needs [32]. However, this is not enough for people to feel self-determined since autonomy is key to internalization. Ryan and Deci [32]
argued that controlling contexts may yield interjected regulation if tasks support competence and relatedness. However, only an autonomy supportive context will yield integrated self-regulation. Therefore, to fully internalize a regulation, people must inwardly grasp its meaning and value, to fully internalize a regulation. The meanings that become internalized and integrated in the environment provide support for the needs for competence, relatedness, and autonomy.

Ryan and Deci [32] concluded that intrinsically motivated behaviors are performed based on interest, and satisfy the innate psychological needs for competence and autonomy, forming the foundation of self-determined behaviors. Even though extrinsically motivated behaviors are executed because they are instruments to some separable outcome, internalization and integration are the processes by which extrinsically motivated behaviors become more self-determined. They [32] stated that the facilitation of intrinsically-motivated learning requires classroom conditions that promote satisfaction of the three basic human needs to enable student connectedness, competence, and autonomy. In such a classroom, students could feel connected (relatedness), effective (competence), and agentic (autonomy) as each student is exposed to new ideas and skills. Given that many academic tasks are not intrinsically motivating to students, facilitating extrinsic motivation and reward systems may be more suitable to the student in this context.

In order to better understand the continuum of motivation and its dynamics, consider the case of a teenage boy who enjoys reading and does so on his own time without any external pressure or reward. He is intrinsically motivated to read. Now, consider that his summer ends and his teacher must evaluate his reading skill and comprehension through the use of a book report on assigned reading. The teacher’s assignment reframes the boy’s reading as a task (rather than a choice) and an evaluation (rather than free from judgment). He may still enjoy reading, but his reading is now motivated by external sources and the grade he will need to get on his book report. While most educational psychologists consider intrinsic motivation to be better, there is no true evidence to say that intrinsically-motivated efforts produce better results than those that are extrinsically-motivated. In truth, most of our educational systems naturally cater to a system of extrinsic rewards. We use SDT as a theoretical lens to better understand the motivational characteristics of the students in our case study.
2.2. Attribution Theory

The Attribution Theory explains how people perceive the cause of their actions and those of others [46]. According to Graham and Weiner [11], Attribution Theory is rooted in the works of Heider [14], Kelley [21], and Weiner [46]. Attribution theorists strive to understand the world around them to reach causal conclusions. Attribution Theory falls under the expectancy-value approach to motivational understanding that suggests that an individual’s motivation is a product of their success expectations and their value of the task outcome. According to Middleton and Spanias [24], this theoretical orientation is widely applied in mathematics education. Attribution Theory, when applied to learned helplessness individuals’ perceptions of success as being unattainable, helps explain their lack of motivation for challenging tasks. Indeed, Cortes-Suarez and Sandiford [4] found that there is a significant difference between the performance attributions of passing and failing students in a mathematics course. We apply the Attributional theoretical framework to view how students attributed success or failure in College Algebra.

2.3. ARCS Model

The ARCS Model was developed from a set of motivation principles that Keller developed in 1979. The four categories in the ARCS (Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction) emphasize four primary areas for motivating students in a classroom environment:

(a) gaining learner attention,

(b) establishing the relevance of the instruction to learner goals and learning style,

(c) building confidence with regard to realistic expectations and personal responsibility for outcomes, and

(d) making the instruction satisfying by managing learners’ intrinsic and extrinsic outcomes.

Also, Keller [19] asserted that to maximize the learning environment instructors need to determine motivational characteristics of the students and how to strengthen the areas in which students are weak. He suggested a systematic motivational design process to maximize the learning environment.
3. Methodology

3.1. Setting

This study took place at Northeastern Community College (NCC, pseudonym), located in the southeastern United States. NCC has approximately 14,000 students with approximately 4,000 students enroll in the College Algebra course each year. At the time of our study, 613 students were enrolled in the course and were instructed by 11 full-time and adjunct teachers. Three teachers out of the eleven were selected as potential cases, but we chose one teacher, Mr. Algebra, to explore intrinsic learning to identify strategies used for successful teaching.

3.2. Purposeful Sampling

Participants were selected using a purposeful sampling method [30] to obtain an in-depth understanding. Participants were referred as potential participants by the first participant. If their teaching methods were consistent with theoretical frameworks of the study, they were considered eligible for testing said frameworks and we invited them to participate [26]. Thus, one teacher (Mr. Algebra) and five students were selected. At the time that the study began, there were five students who varied in their performance: Tyrone (“A” student), Daisy (“B” student), Nicole (“C” student), Brittany (previously withdrew), and Wendy (“repeated”). A flowchart of the sampling process is displayed in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Purposeful selection of participants.](image-url)
3.3. Instruments

We administered the Course Interest Survey (CIS) to “measure students’ reactions to teacher-led instruction” [17, page 277]. The CIS instrument is aligned with Keller’s ARCS Model of the motivational design process and can be modified to use Likert-type scales and electronic scoring methods. The CIS measures four dimensions of classroom motivation:

**Attention:** degree of students’ consistent interest, curiosity, and attention toward the subject matter;

**Relevance:** the degree to which students found the course content to be applicable to their own lives;

**Confidence:** the degree to which students were confident that they could reach clearly defined goals and strategies for success; and

**Satisfaction:** the degree to which students felt they would apply the course material to their future career and life challenges.

With the goal of evaluating a class that showed the highest ratings on each of the four dimensions, we used the results of each category to compare participant teachers. It should be noted that we do not believe the ratings to be entirely the result of teacher strategies. There may have been some self-selection of more highly-motivated students into the course with the highest ratings and vice versa. However, we administered the CIS a month later (i.e., after the first test) into the semester after which time there was reason for us to believe the motivational ratings of the students would more clearly reflect the ability of the instructor to facilitate growth, maintenance, or decline in student motivation. Furthermore, we re-administered the CIS near the end of the semester. From administration 1 to administration 2, response rates dropped a moderate amount in Class 1 (15%), a large amount in Class 2 (93%), and a minimal amount in Class 3 (7%). Response rates may be an indirect indicator of student motivation, showing Class 3 to be more highly motivated throughout the semester (see [26] for a review). In a later section, we will discuss more details of the case of Mr. Algebra and his five students.
4. Results and Discussion

We collected data using various procedures including classroom observations, interviews, surveys, and artifacts. We visited class daily for the entire semester to collect field notes. We interviewed the teacher regarding his views on mathematics teaching and motivation. Student interviews were comprised of three sections including student experience prior to enrolling in the course, motivation toward learning mathematics, and content-based tasks that were consistent with the curriculum.

We compared the qualitative data [25] using *in vivo* and open coding systems [44]. Particularly, we triangulated the data through multiple interviews and sources. Additionally, interpretations of data were confirmed with the help of our colleague with a doctorate in mathematics education. Also, we analyzed students’ motivation based on SDT to investigate how students’ motivations varied based on their experience [27]. Then, using the ARCS model framework, students’ perceptions of their teacher were analyzed for motivational influence that we discuss as three key foci:

**Focus 1: The Impact of Students’ Prior Experience on Their Motivation**

Through multiple interviews with students, we observed that students have many negative experiences prior to enrolling in college algebra. Discussion of individual student experiences is outside the scope of this paper [26] so we provide a snapshot of their experiences. All five students reported that they had negative experiences in grade school and in college which they attributed to their teachers’ attitudes and teaching styles. The following examples illustrate four of the students’ perspectives:

1. Daisy reported that her fourth grade teacher would yell at her if she did not get the correct answer to problem.
2. Brittany’s college mathematics teacher rushed through materials and exhibited negative facial expressions in response to student questions and performance on math tasks.
3. Nicole’s high school Algebra teacher was “mean and rude,” only wanting students to solve problems the way she taught them.
4. Wendy’s College Algebra teacher struck the chalkboard when students asked questions.
The situations that students experienced negatively influenced their motivation toward learning mathematics. The Attribution theoretical framework could explain why these students attributed their negative experiences toward mathematics and mathematics teachers. Regardless of the validity, their attributions negatively impacted the students’ motivation toward engagement and learning of mathematics in their respective future math courses. As a result of such experiences, students had decreased levels of motivation toward learning mathematics prior to enrolling in Mr. Algebra’s course. Through multiple interviews and observations of students in class, we provide an analysis of students’ motivation levels based on the SDT sub-theory, Organismic Integration Theory (OIT). Table 1 shows students’ motivational levels on the extrinsic and intrinsic continuum based on OIT.

**Focus 2: Students’ Motivation (on an extrinsic-intrinsic continuum) prior to the course**

In this section, we describe students’ motivation (on an extrinsic and intrinsic continuum) prior to the course. We summarize the data below in Table 1.

**Tyrone.** Tyrone perceived mathematics problems to be something that he could just look at and tell what the answer was. Tyrone wanted teachers to tell him exactly what he should do to make a good grade. He also wanted the teacher to explain every step of the lesson. Tyrone felt confident about his mathematics knowledge and he liked to challenge himself. He thought he had strong mathematics ability, saying, “As soon as he [Mr.Algebra] showed the problem, I knew how to do it.” Also, he admitted that he was lazy because he took notes in class, but he “never looked at the notes.” He said, “I could be one of the best students that you ever knew, but I’m lazy.” When we asked why he procrastinated, he said, “I know I will get an A’.” Tyrone said that he enjoyed doing mathematics and he was good at it. However, evidence showed that he was not intrinsically motivated to do mathematics. He said that the teacher played a role in his performance. He said that one of the roles the teacher played was keeping him in school and keeping him motivated. Tyrone believed that Mr.Algebra’s teaching and guidance influenced him to stay in school and continue to study Chemistry and Biology. On the continuum of extrinsic and intrinsic motivation of the OIT, Tyrone was at the *interjected* level (see Table 1). Tyrone needed to put in some effort to keep up with his goals and, hence, needed someone to influence his motivation to perform better.
Table 1: Organismic Integration Theory (Self-Determination Sub-Theory).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student (grade performance)</th>
<th>Organismic Integration Theory</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Tyrone (A)                  | Interjected                   | • Participated in class, but lazy about doing homework, and generally waited until the last minute to complete the homework  
  • Wanted the teacher to tell him exactly what to do to get a good grade  
  • Liked to put forth the effort when there was an audience  
  • Was less motivated when alone  
  • Suggested ego involvement and need for approval to elicit motivation (by maintaining self-worth) |
| Daisy (B)                   | Intrinsic                     | • Exhibited joy in learning mathematics  
  • Hoped to take other mathematics courses |
| Nicole (C)                  | Identified                    | • Valued the importance of learning mathematics  
  • College Algebra served the purpose of earning a business degree  
  • Worked hard to accomplish the goals of the course |
| Brittany (Previously Withdrew) | Integrated               | • Enjoyed doing mathematics to get some instrumental value (getting her degree in architecture)  
  • Understood that mathematics has an endogenous instrumentality toward her future goal of becoming an architect (i.e., she will use mathematics as an architect) |
| Wendy (repeated the course) | Identified                    | • Valued the goal of learning mathematics  
  • Understood that the course served her purpose of earning a teaching degree  
  • Worked hard to accomplish the goals of the course |
Daisy. Daisy thought of mathematics as puzzles. She loved to see where everything came from and how one concept related to another. When she had questions about the course content, she tried to figure things out on her own using resources such as the internet, notes, and Mr. Algebra’s YouTube videos before she sought help from Mr. Algebra. She loved how Mr. Algebra provided background information and discussed how concepts were interrelated. Daisy’s views of mathematics were different compared to the other four participating students. She viewed her assignments as problem-solving tasks [7], where she would seek out the answer. Even though she failed the course twice, she related that she still enjoyed mathematics and was willing to learn it again. Thus, according to OIT, Daisy was intrinsically motivated to study mathematics (see Table 1).

Nicole. Nicole “hated” mathematics because she had negative experiences with a mathematics teacher in high school. Her teacher preferred that the students only use the approach she taught. Nicole thought that she should be able to use her own approach if it made sense to her and if there was more than one way to solve a problem (i.e., lack of autonomy). She did not like mathematics, especially word problems. If she saw them on tests, she would leave the word problems until the end. However, she knew she needed college algebra for her business major, so she tried her best to complete all homework assignments and quizzes. When it came to the tests she ”went blank” (i.e., was unable to think of solution techniques) and did not do well. Her confidence diminished because her expectations for the tests were different than her outcomes. To Nicole, mathematics problems must be interesting in order to gain and keep her attention, and mathematics problems should be easy enough that she could succeed. She would work on the problem, but when she could not get the answer, she skipped it. She said, “Math is not my strongest subject.” She was deciding between repeating the course, and changing her major from business to some other major that would not require mathematics. She was on the identified level on the continuum of OIT (see Table 1).

Brittany. According to Brittany, mathematics should be fun, should include hands-on experiences, and should go beyond the walls of the classroom setting. She would do anything she had to do to get a good grade, but she wanted to be able to use what she learned in her career. She suggested, “Math shouldn’t be like a typical class. I think you should experiment out-
side of the classroom, outside of the four walls, just like Ms. Fizzle in the *Magic School Bus* television show. She taught science outside of the classroom.” Brittany shared that she felt more determined to study mathematics in Mr. Algebra’s class because she could relate to him. He made her realize that failing one test could not make her bad in mathematics. Brittany felt that she controlled her learning. She said, “I can do it now. No matter where or what … I have to go through as far as math is concerned. I believe I can do it.” Brittany liked doing mathematics because it would help her get to where she wanted to be. She enjoyed doing mathematics, but the teacher had to make it fun for her. She said, “I love math as long as I have a teacher who can teach it right like [Mr. Algebra].” She passed the course and enrolled in Trigonometry in the consecutive semester. According to OIT, Brittany was at the integrated level (see Table 1).

**Wendy.** Mathematics did not come easy to Wendy, but she tried her best to pass the course and to achieve her goal of becoming an elementary school teacher. Wendy knew that mathematics is challenging, so she used cognitive techniques to better encode and process new mathematics concepts. She stated that when Mr. Algebra showed her class a “trick” for how to derive the Quadratic Formula, it helped her remember it. Wendy put effort into the course, communicated with Mr. Algebra, and informed him she needed help along the way. She shared that she had taken a mathematics disability test so she would not have had to take any more mathematics courses. The disability test results were negative and helped her realize that maybe she was “not bad at mathematics.” Hence, she was determined to take any mathematics course in the future. She reported that her experiences were great except for Mr. Cold [pseudonym], who told her to change her major after she failed an exam in his College Algebra course. Nevertheless, she was determined to do well in Mr. Algebra’s course. She claimed that she would model her future teaching off Mr. Algebra. With regard to the OIT continuum, Wendy was also in the identified level (see Table 1).

*Analysis of each student’s motivation level based on SDT showed differences in student motivation, which required flexibility in strategies of teaching. The study revealed the following:*

1. Many students had unpleasant experiences in grade school or in college, which they attributed to their teachers’ attitudes and actions.
As a result, their experiences in previous mathematics courses influenced their views about mathematics. In particular, their mathematics teachers represented a strong, negative influence. None of the five students shared that the mathematics content was difficult. Hence, students’ motivation levels in learning mathematics were discouraged by their previous mathematics teachers, which led to difficulty in learning mathematics.

2. In this educational setting, many students had given up (i.e., learned helplessness [35]) with respect to their study of mathematics, but Mr. Algebra had the ability to renew their confidence to study mathematics, using his knowledge about students. Hence, knowledge of students is essential and it is an important component of teacher knowledge [9]. Therefore, understanding teacher knowledge in this framework would inform mathematics educators and researchers. Ernest’s [8] model can be used to inform how teachers can support students’ three essential psychological needs of competence, autonomy, and relatedness that support students in becoming self-determined learners [32, 33].

Students were motivationally-challenged prior to enrolling in College Algebra. However, the teacher had the ability to renew their motivation to learn mathematics. Each of the five students had different views of mathematics, and they were motivationally challenged in different ways. Therefore, teachers need to incorporate their knowledge of students as they design tasks and assignments.

**Ideal classrooms to motivate students.** According to the five student participants, an ideal mathematics classroom should have four essential components: the physical set up, comfortable setting, the teacher, and the students (see [26] for a review). To them, a comfortable classroom environment involves a teacher who captures students’ attention, allowing them time to work on tasks, and letting them converse. An ideal class should be structured to allow students to take control of their own learning (i.e., student autonomy).

Students’ descriptions of an ideal learning space were illustrated in Mr. Algebra’s classroom. He captured students’ attention because he was consistent, direct, and concerned about students’ safety. His approach helped mitigate confusion toward what each student should do, thus minimizing the demotivating influence that uncertainty can play in the academic setting [10, 27, 28]. The five students reported that Mr. Algebra was straightforward...
about the difficulty of the course and the availability of other alternatives (e.g. Liberal Arts Mathematics). In attempts to assuage the difficulty of the material, Mr. Algebra was energetic in his presentation. He showed enthusiasm in teaching the content. He encouraged students to work hard and articulated that they need to attend class, complete assignments, ask questions, and seek help. Additionally, he provided extra material such as class notes, YouTube videos, office hours, and his personal cellular phone number.

Mr. Algebra further encouraged self-determination through the way he supported student autonomy, encouraging them to be responsible for their own learning. Knowing that most students enrolled in the course worked full-time or part-time, he only had one deadline for students to complete the online assignments and quizzes (four of the five students worked part-time). Those who had jobs often spent their weekends working on homework. Therefore, having one deadline helped students pace out their schedules without falling behind in the course or becoming at risk of failure.

Also, Mr. Algebra was concerned about each student’s safety and always made sure that students walked with someone at night after class. One student, Daisy, thought it was nice that he was genuinely concerned for his students’ safety. His caring behavior encouraged one important psychological need, a sense of relatedness [5] that motivates students. Relatedness is described in [5] as a feeling of having a supportive, caring community.

Additionally, Mr. Algebra related his own experiences to his students. He shared that he once had a teacher who questioned his ability, but he was determined to try his best. Brittany, in particular, was inspired by his story, realizing that her failure on one exam did not mean she was not good in mathematics. Brittany related her experience: “He was determined to prove that teacher wrong. That’s an encouragement.”

Mr. Algebra’s teaching style stimulated students’ interest and provided meaning to mathematics. For each concept he taught, he built on students’ prior knowledge. For example, he used the concept of binary operations such as multiplication of numbers to introduce binary operation of functions and composition of functions. He used the technique for how one can multiply $2 \times 3 \times 4$ to explain how to expand the cubic binomial $(x + 1)^3$.

He also demonstrated the relevance of the materials to help students feel more confident in their ability. With each concept he introduced, he emphasized questions such as
• “What is it called?”
• “Why do we have them?” and
• “Why do we have to use them?”

to keep students focused on the lesson. Although he provided enough information, he still left room for students to explore and generate more questions to answer.

Students were engaged in learning the materials and found meaning in doing mathematics. Mr. Algebra presented background information to demonstrate the relevance of course materials and built student confidence in learning mathematics. For example, when he talked about the Pythagorean Theorem, he presented the historical context of the discovery of the theorem and how they derived the formula. Tasks such as finding the Distance Formula using the Pythagorean Theorem helped students see the relevance. This is evident in Daisy’s comment:

He told us how it [Pythagorean Theorem] worked, and where it came from. How does that theorem go into the Distance Theorem [Formula] and then the Distance Formula goes to the Midpoint [Formula]. He tied it all together. (Interview, June 2010)

Daisy shared that the way Mr. Algebra talked about the theorem gave her information, but she wanted to know more about it. In the case of Daisy, meaning motivated her to learn.

Wendy recalled how she liked that Mr. Algebra provided opportunities for students to learn the concept instead of just telling students,

“Here is the formula \[x = \frac{-b \pm \sqrt{b^2 - 4ac}}{2a}\],”

She indicated the task he asked them was to solve by completing the square method. According to Wendy, solving the quadratic equation with the indicated method helped her remember it. According to Sfard [36] meaning is the basic driving force for any intellectual activity. Therefore, establishing meaning (i.e., relevance) is a primary need in learning mathematics as emphasized by Daisy and Wendy’s experiences.
With regard to Keller’s ARCS Model [17], Mr. Algebra gained student attention, and stimulated both Daisy and Wendy to learn to find meaning behind each concept that was taught. With regard to motivation, Mr. Algebra’s example is evidence that a teacher can motivate students through different instructional strategies, such as using different tasks and providing various methods of instruction [19, 22]. Such teaching styles provide meaning for learning mathematics and create meaningful experiences for students.

Focus 3: Influential factors for students’ motivation changes during the course progression

In this section, we will provide some background about the particular teacher to give readers ideas of how his teaching changed student’s motivation during the progression of the course.

Mr. Algebra’s Background and Experience. Mr. Algebra was a full-time teacher at NCC. At the time of the study, he was teaching College Algebra and served as the course coordinator for Intermediate Algebra, a prerequisite course for College Algebra. Mr. Algebra earned both a bachelor’s degree and a master’s degree in mathematics. He began his teaching career in 1978 as a graduate student. Upon completion of his master’s degree, he obtained teaching certification and taught at a private high school for five years, teaching Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, and Advanced Placement (AP) Calculus. During his last three years at the private school, Mr. Algebra served as the department chair. He indicated that was where he ‘got his feet wet.’ He shared:

That’s really where I learned how to teach. You had to learn how to handle discipline problems, and you had to relate to parents’ problems with your teaching. You had to really learn how to teach because you didn’t learn that in college. You had to really figure out how to teach, how to control the classroom, what is appropriate, what is inappropriate. (Mr. Algebra, Interview, May 2010).

When we asked about his first years of teaching, he recalled he was the one who talked the most, and wrote many formal book definitions out for students, but as he gained more experience, he involved students in class
discussions. Mr. Algebra admitted that he had poor teaching skills early in his career. Then, he realized that he needed to take time to explain the concepts to students and create a classroom setting where students were involved in discussion.

**Mr. Algebra’s Mathematics Classroom.** Mr. Algebra emphasized the need for a comfortable classroom. It does not mean there are no standards of decorum, but students have to know that it is okay for them to ask questions. Teachers need to acknowledge students’ questions and answer them, even if some of the questions are “a little silly.” A teacher cannot let students know those questions are silly. Rather, they have to honor these questions. If a teacher cuts off one student, other students may feel intimidated about asking questions.

A classroom needs to have structure. Structure is necessary in classrooms. Mr. Algebra allowed students to talk while they were working on the problems. In his view, it was fine for the students to talk when he gave them time to work on the problems, but not when he was in front of the classroom talking and pulling it all together. He indicated the importance of having balance between comfort in asking questions and respect for instructional time. Building that structure into the classroom will enable students and teachers to respect each other.

Everyone has respect for others. Mr. Algebra believed that a teacher could be very polite, while also being firm. He often said to disruptive students, “You know, I need you to be listening. I don’t want you to not hear what I am saying.” He suggested that it is the classroom that makes a difference. Students need to respect each other so that when it is time for them to talk, others will have the same respect.

Teachers acknowledge students’ experiences. At the beginning of the semester, Mr. Algebra would identify students who he thought might perform low in the course. He remarked that some students were taking College Algebra when they should be re-auditing the Intermediate Algebra Course. In the semester in which the study took place, he had students with whom he communicated by email. He sent resources to help them with the materials, but he said, “You can’t catch all of them!”

Teachers must influence student motivation. According to Mr. Algebra, motivation has to come from within, so he could not do anything with a
student who did not have some internal (i.e., intrinsic) motivation. He also knew that it was his responsibility to acknowledge and encourage students’ motivation. Mr. Algebra indicated that students have a little spark already, and as a teacher, he must make the spark bigger by helping them understand the material. He did this by saying “good job” or “excellent question,” but some initial motivation had to exist first. He noted that a “spark” is not tantamount to saying that students have to be fascinated about learning mathematics, but they have to be willing to put in the effort to study. As he began teaching, he did not know this and he thought that no matter what, he could make it happen. Eventually, he learned that he could not. Thus, he confirmed that there has to be some spark already present in students, and then worked to make it brighter.

Teachers play a role in making student motivation go in either direction, influencing them to learn or totally discouraging them depending on the feedback that a teacher provides to students. Mr. Algebra said, “Students will not want to perform for you. You have to make them want to make you happy.” He shared, “It should be all about them [the students].” He said that students do not want to let teachers down. Therefore, he would say to his students, “Look! I’m not trying to make you a mathematics teacher, but you have to have a willingness to remain open to learning the material and not shut the door.” What Mr. Algebra liked most about student motivation is that, at the beginning of the semester, students do not know that they can succeed, but as the semester progresses, he could see that they were learning and that they could succeed. He saw that students were motivated to learn mathematics through their performance, through their facial expressions and eye contact, and he heard it through their words and the ways they were talking. He saw that, at the beginning of the semester, some students that were antagonists started asking questions and become calmer. He witnessed the change and personally shared in the joy of his students’ success.

Knowledge that Constitutes Successful Teaching in College Algebra. Teachers must know where their students are coming from (i.e., background). Referring to his time as a coordinator, Mr. Algebra said, “You [teachers] have to know what they [students] are already supposed to know.” Sometimes, he noticed that teachers did not know whether students had been taught a certain concept in a previous course. A teacher needs to know his/her students’ knowledge base and make them draw upon it. Therefore,
sometimes Mr. Algebra answered questions that he considered a bit of a review, but he made it clear to students that, “This is the knowledge that you learned in your previous course.” Or he remarked, “This is based upon the knowledge [used when] the college placement test put you in here.” He stated that students are responsible for acquiring a certain knowledge base before teachers can take them to the next level. Mr. Algebra indicated that reminding students of what they should already know helped students understand their own responsibility for their own learning.

Mr. Algebra knew that many of his students had not enrolled in an algebra course for years, so he provided resources for them. He would refer students to take advantage of the free tutoring opportunities on campus, or to use the Google search engine to find answers to questions. When he referred students to a resource, he usually provided students with directions for accessing that resource. For example, he might tell students what questions to ask to get help during tutoring. Specifically, he might tell a student to go there and ask for a copy of a “factoring handout.” This way, students would not feel that they are being passed on to someone else or that the teacher is not interested in helping.

**Characteristics of Tasks that Mr. Algebra Plans for His Students**

**Expectations for Students.** Mr. Algebra said that he made a point to students that there are other options available rather than taking College Algebra. He made it clear to students that they might find out that this [College Algebra] is not the correct path if they are not willing to put in the time. He indicated that by telling his students about his expectations at the beginning of the semester, he raised their awareness about the course. He said, “Until students go into the class, they don’t believe” what their teachers have said. He shared that he also told students that if they were willing to put in the time, it would pay off. He emphasized to students that it was their choice to be in the course.

**Incorporating Students’ Prior Knowledge into Planning.** When we asked Mr. Algebra to describe the characteristics of the tasks he plans for his students, he shared that he primarily considers the material that he needs to teach according to the curriculum. He could not incorporate their prior knowledge into his planning and had to “incorporate where they [students] should be into my [his] planning” because we [NCC] are not on a model or
a system where we can go back and pick students up on a remedial level.” Students had to be at the expected level. “They have to,” Mr. Algebra reiterated.

When he planned, he assumed students had mastered the knowledge from the previous course. In the first classes, he made it clear to students that there is a certain knowledge base that they need to have to succeed in the course. He offered an analogy for illustration.

[It’s like] you [students] are in French II. You had French I. We can’t keep going back over all the verb conjugations … There is a certain knowledge base you need to have to succeed in here. You can’t build on a foundation that is set upon sand.

Therefore, when he planned, Mr. Algebra considered the mathematics content. He said, “I plan for what I have to teach and what they should have seen.” When delivering the lesson, if there were loose ends, he would not cut students off. He referred to what he called his 30-second reviews. He would walk to the board on the side and say, “back in Intermediate Algebra, we used this rule. Somebody remind me.” He would not make reviewing a major portion of the course. He said, “It is not fair to the people that met the prerequisite. I can’t take time away from the new material to go back to Intermediate Algebra stuff that they should have known, but at the same time, I don’t want to make them feel they are stupid.” Mr. Algebra had seen some College Algebra teachers tell students “no” when asked to go back to review material from Intermediate Algebra. He felt that this position was a little harsh, so he was more understanding when students got stumped. He said students laughed sometimes if they did not remember, and he would say, “See? You forgot that, didn’t you?”

Students also laughed and proceeded to note what he reviewed in order to relearn it. He said that he planned with the assumption that students remember the material, but he is realistic, knowing that they would have to be prodded a little along the way about what they already knew, or should have known. He had to follow the curriculum from the department, which prevented him from considering students’ knowledge of what they might not have mastered in the previous course. Still, he tried to consider it as much as he could. But, he said, “We have a departmental curriculum.” He meant that what he teaches is not his choice, and there was a certain level of knowledge
and skill he was responsible for imparting. He could not go back to reviewing for five people and not complete the current course material for the other thirty-five students. Thus, he told his students, “Okay, this is where I know we need to get, based on the departmental curriculum. We have to get here.”

Mr. Algebra would send emails to students ahead of time and say:

You are in a College Algebra course. There are other options. If you were weak in Intermediate Algebra, or if you have not had Intermediate Algebra in a while, that may be a barrier to you.

If students came up to him the first day in College Algebra and said, “I had no idea what you did [in class].” He would ask, “When did you take Intermediate Algebra?” If students replied that they took it ten years ago, he would suggest that they audit the course. He would try to give them suggestions, but he could not slow down for those people because he had other students, and he had to get them through the course. To illustrate this point, Mr. Algebra said to a class, “How many of you are going to Pre-Cal [sic]?” Or he could ask, “How many of you are going to Trigonometry?” This let other students see that he needed to get them there. He did not believe telling them so was harsh. He considered it a reality that they need to know to get through the course. He shared that, in the past, some teachers in the division slowed down in College Algebra and did not finish the curriculum. He posed the question, “What happens to the thirty-five people that needed the curriculum?” So there comes a point where he told students the prerequisites from this course were so and so, and he would honor them.

**Keeping Students Involved in Class.** Mr. Algebra kept his classes lively. He let students know that he liked mathematics and it was fun. He also gave students ideas on how to study and made students feel part of a group. He thought that if they feel part of a class, they would respond to him. As a teacher, he had to keep students awake and let them show some interest. He called this teaching his “dog and pony show.” He felt that he was on stage when he was teaching, and for those hours, he had to keep his momentum high, so as to not to lose his students’ interest. He said keeping students motivated was not too difficult in an hour-long class, but in two hours, he would begin to get tired. Still, he tried to always keep upbeat, smile, and not to ever look away.
As participant observers in Mr. Algebra’s class, we saw that he tried to maintain consistent eye contact with students. He frequently scanned the room from left to right and did not stare at one group of students, but looked over here and there and said, “Are you okay? How about you guys?” He made students feel included. He viewed it as a stage play. He said, “We [teachers] are on stage and it is a one-person show and it is up to you to keep that show going.” He liked to use jokes even if they were silly. He liked to get students talking because he thought that it is important to get them to say something. Even if it was wrong, they were at least talking and the class could laugh. “That’s interaction!”

**Mathematics Teacher versus Mathematics.** The five student participants had positive learning experiences when teachers possessed the ability to make mathematics enjoyable. Mr. Algebra used motivational strategies that resulted in greater student effort to learn the course materials. Specifically, Wendy convinced herself to study because she saw his efforts in providing students with resources. Daisy wanted to do well so she would not disappoint the teacher. This was true, even for the students who were not doing well like Nicole. She still enjoyed the class and stated:

> The class is not bad. It is just me ... He is not even a bad teacher. He is a good teacher. It’s just when I get to the test. Everything just goes away. (Nicole, Interview, June 2010)

When Nicole did not do well on her test, her confidence suffered. However, she continued to enjoy the class and explained that it was her fault for not doing well instead of attributing her failing to Mr. Algebra. In the framework of Attribution Theory, students attribute their success and failure differently (i.e., internally or externally). Students that have internal attributions are more likely to have the option to change the outcome in similar future circumstances (e.g., the student did not study hard enough for a test). In contrast, a student that makes external attributions does not believe they have control of their outcome, regardless of their motivation to change the outcome (e.g., the teacher’s tests were unfair). Nicole made internal attributions when she stated that she felt that the teacher was not at fault for her low motivation. She shared, “He can teach you the work. He can show you how to do it, but it’s all on you, to excel to pass his test.”
5. Revelations and Implications

In our study, we attempted to explore what a teacher does to influence student motivation to learn mathematics. We applied Self-Determination Theory as a framework to understand student’s motivation. In this theory, a teacher must meet students’ three psychological needs to motivate them (relatedness, autonomy, and competence). To do so, a teacher must have a good knowledge about the students. Within the school-setting context, a teacher must understand the backgrounds of the students. Hence, the body of knowledge that Ernest [8] described is essential. Our study showed that a teacher must have strong content knowledge alongside a knowledge of the context in which they are to teach in order to meet student psychological needs to learn mathematics.

The study was conducted in one of the mathematics courses in which we observed Mr. Algebra and his five students. We tried to provide our analysis based on the five students who had given up their motivation to learn mathematics. We can learn from Mr. Algebra that teachers have the power to renew student motivation to learn mathematics. Why not try to learn how to capture and maintain that motivation more proactively for students who have not lost their motivation to learn mathematics for a long period of time (eight years in the case of Daisy)? Our study emphasizes the necessity to for research that examines how to maintain and influence students to learn mathematics. We also think that strong, theoretical frameworks like SDT are essential to examine the issues.

According to Keller [19], to maximize a learning environment, a teacher needs to determine the motivational characteristics of the students, and how to strengthen them. Mr. Algebra tried to strengthen his students’ critical areas (their motivation and basic skills) in which they were weak. In so doing, he motivated them to learn. He knew not to add any difficulties or anxieties to this group of students. He encouraged his students to ask questions and showed concern for them. Mr. Algebra’s knowledge of the context of teaching the mathematics course (understanding his students) allowed him to create a classroom that fostered student learning. Thus, his students performed at their best. We believe Mr. Algebra’s statement that “Students will not want to perform for you. You have to make them want to make you happy” is especially noteworthy. Knowing that students were motivationally and mathematically challenged, Mr. Algebra structured his classroom to foster
students’ motivation to learn mathematics. The example of Mr. Algebra motivating his students to learn is indicative of the SDT concept that a teacher needs to meet student psychological needs [5]. Additionally, a teacher must fulfill the four categories in Keller’s ARCS model (Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction). Our study illustrated the alignment of Mr. Algebra’s techniques with the motivational theoretical framework of ARCS as seen in the following sections:

5.1. Gaining and Maintaining Student Motivation

Ordinarily, Mr. Algebra captured student attention by being energetic while teaching and maintained their attention by fostering curiosity through prompting questions of how the course material could be used in their future or outside the classroom. In support of his strategy’s success, none of the five students missed a class session. Maintaining student motivation requires that the teacher possess knowledge of their students (e.g., student areas of weakness or anxiety [8]).

5.2. Establishing Material as Relevant to Students

Making course materials relevant to students remains a significant issue. Specifically, when students found the class meaningful to them, they tried their best. Meaningful ideas stimulated students’ interest to pay attention [17]. Mr. Algebra also emphasized how the course content would be relevant to students depending on their future career goals so each of students felt motivated.

1. Daisy was honest when she shared that she did not know how these materials were relevant to her now, but she would need it to become a nurse;
2. Similarly, Brittany observed the instrumental value of the course content as she was pursuing an architect degree;
3. Instead of changing his major, Tyrone decided to continue with his goal of getting a degree in chemistry and biology;
4. Nicole claimed that she needed to know College Algebra content to take Business Calculus; and
5. By renewing Wendy’s motivation, Mr. Algebra played a vital role in promoting Wendy’s self determination to learn mathematics and to be a teacher.
Evidently, all five students acknowledged some level of relevance of the course material to their future goals. Keller [17] suggested that the relevance of the material could be projected to some future values so students might not see its benefits immediately.

5.3. Building Student Confidence

A teacher can build student confidence by using their informal knowledge. For example, using multiplication of $2 \times 3 \times 4$ was used to explain $(x + 1)^3$. Mr. Algebra did not teach to the test, but emphasized learning objectives that would be the focus of a later test. Therefore, students avoided rote memorization and focused on understanding the content. This decreased student anxiety as they prepared for tests. Some instructional strategies Mr. Algebra used including posting videos of test reviews online and posting solution keys to test reviews.

Building student confidence was evidenced in our research as the students shared that they not only earned high grades, but also benefited in the following long-term ways:

1. what Nicole shared when she said, “I will take this course again;”
2. what Tyrone shared when he said, “I will stay in school;”
3. when Brittany showed confidence in explaining that if she failed one exam, it did not make her bad in mathematics;
4. when Wendy said, “I am determined, and I will be an elementary teacher;” or
5. when Daisy said, “I started to enjoy mathematics again.”

These expressions of motivation showed how Mr. Algebra built students’ motivation. We suggest that such findings are meaningful for mathematics educators and teachers to consider because it is vitally important to change students’ negative attitudes toward learning mathematics.

The most important thing Mr. Algebra did for these students was positively impacting their attitude toward learning mathematics after their previous unpleasant experiences by rebuilding confidence. He created a learning environment where students:
Students began to believe that they could succeed in mathematics.

5.4. Providing Satisfaction

Regardless of their performance in the course, all five students gained “satisfaction” in the course. Mr. Algebra had provided them with satisfaction by presenting the material so that it was relevant to their lives and building confidence in them to continue going forward in their career choices. Satisfaction levels were different:

1. Daisy gained her motivation. She looked forward to completing the course and planning to take more mathematics course.
2. Tyrone did not change his major and felt that the teacher had something for his students to learn;
3. Nicole was satisfied with the course, but she said her confidence level decreased when she did not do well on exams. Yet, she was willing to take the course again;
4. Brittany was satisfied and enjoyed the course. She was ready to enroll in another mathematics course; and
5. Wendy was satisfied and determined to complete more courses to become an elementary teacher where she would model her teaching after Mr. Algebra.

Yet, Keller’s [17] “satisfaction” is more than being pleased with the outcome. Satisfaction emphasizes the long-term usefulness of the current learning as a component of student motivation. Wendy’s connection of the course to her future teaching goals and overall life satisfaction is the most specific reference to motivation that aligns with student satisfaction as Keller intended.
6. Conclusion and Future Research

Motivation is important, but it is more important to the students in the setting described in our study because these students were more likely to give up (i.e., at-risk). According to the Self-Determination Theory [32], from an OIT point-of-view, these students were at different stages on the extrinsic and intrinsic motivation continuum. A teacher must fulfill their educational needs for them to put in their best effort while engaging in classroom tasks. Having a caring teacher helped students concentrate on learning mathematics and becoming responsible for their own learning. Because of what their teacher did to motivate them, the students were determined to learn and perform. Evidently, the negative experience that required Daisy to take more than eight years of mathematics was substantial. Mathematics educators should take measures to help students avoid such negative experiences. To decrease the stigma felt by many students toward mathematics, teachers need to build bridges for students to succeed in mathematics, thus encouraging students to maintain an internal locus of control, rather than attributing their outcomes, positive or negative, to the teacher. Teachers make decisions every day, and these decisions are effected by a variety of factors [1] including student motivation.

This study also confirmed the perceptions shown in previous research at the college level in which the course was considered to be a “gatekeeper course.” The five students discussed in the paper had to take the course twice or more. Such instances call for different forms of support from teachers and institutions. Earlier research has focused on students’ frustration in pre-university level prerequisite mathematics courses, suggesting that mathematics education should make an effort to “treat students as partners” [37, page 317] in research to improve student learning of mathematics. By listening to what students shared about their experiences and how their teacher motivated them to learn, this study called for similar attention more than before to involve students in research to improve teaching and learning mathematics. As Even and Tirosh [9] indicated, research on teaching and teachers has been following separate tracks for a long time. They suggested it is now the time to look at both teachers’ and their students’ experiences to understand how students are motivated to learn. Therefore, future research is needed to understand the motivational strategies that are used to design mathematical tasks.
Moreover, our study provides insight into students learning mathematics at the college level and calls for contribution from different individuals, especially mathematics educators to use such understanding to improve mathematics instruction by (1) evaluating student motivation; (2) providing additional assistance for students to help them understand course content to move forward; and (3) providing professional development for mathematics teachers at the college level. With regard to community college administrators, our study calls for institutional support to help at-risk students. To successfully motivate students to learn mathematics, it is important for teachers to fulfill students’ psychological needs and apply the ARCS model for classroom motivation. In order to do so, it is necessary for a teacher to know their students enough to scaffold the content in flexible ways that can lead to greater learning outcomes. This study indicated that to meaningfully motivate students to engage in mathematical tasks, it is necessary for a community college mathematics teacher to (1) make the content relevant; (2) have fluency in the content; and (3) be flexible in teaching strategies and approaches.

According to Calderhead [2], knowledge lies behind the practice of teaching. Mr. Algebra possessed the knowledge beyond what he taught. This research shows that he had the ability to motivate students because he has a strong knowledge of the content and flexibility in his teaching strategy when instructing students. He enacted motivational strategies in the course so his students started to enjoy mathematics and engaged in meaningful activities.

Regardless of how students attributed their negative experience to their former mathematics teachers, none of the five students shared that the mathematics content was difficult to them. It is noteworthy that a mathematics teacher assessing students’ attitudes toward learning mathematics could overcome such affective challenges. To better assist students, mathematics educators should understand students’ prior mathematics learning experiences. However, teachers need to know students’ prior knowledge, motivational needs, and mathematical experience in order to fully motivate them. To expand this research, we call for future collaboration in research that aims to understand students’ motivations.

Teachers who attend to student learning orientations foster student autonomy. This study provided evidence of teacher practices that affect motivation using the framework of relatedness [3, 5]. This study showed that students’ feelings of relatedness to their teachers were strong predictors of
their engagement in classroom activities [43]. The findings from this study are consistent with intrinsic motivation (i.e., OIT). Since motivation plays a role in students’ learning processes, and since teachers can motivate students through different instructional designs, the provision of various methods of instruction can be integrated into the classroom [18, 22].

The Cognitive Evaluation Theory suggested that social context events such as feedback, communication, or rewards can enhance intrinsic motivation [32]. Since people tend to be intrinsically motivated for activities that hold intrinsic interest for them, Ryan and Deci suggested that educators need to look deeply into extrinsic motivation to better understand how to encourage intrinsic motivation better. “To be motivated means to be moved to do something” [32, page 54]. Choosing a task is important, however, integration of these tasks into a mathematics classroom is also important [39]. Keller [19] stated that motivation to learn is promoted when learners believe they can succeed in mastering the task and when learners perceive the knowledge to be learned to be meaningful to their goals.

Finally, Even and Tirosh [9] suggested that there is a lack of research in the direction of our research. Our study looked at both the teachers and their students’ experiences. The results of our research call for further investigation of motivational strategies that can be used to assist at-risk students in the introductory mathematics course.
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